Central United FC
2020 Season
First Kicks

GAMES & ACTIVITIES

WWW .NZFOOTBAL L.CO.NZ

ASB Junior Framework
GAMES & ACTIVITIES

STUCK IN THE MUD

(GENERAL MOVEMENT)

SETUP

HOW TO PLAY

1. Create an area up to 20m x 20m. Modify the size depending on the number of
players

1. Players run around the area escaping the ‘swamp zombies’

2. All players start inside the area. Allocate a bib to one player, who is the
‘swamp zombies’

2. The ‘swamp zombie’ attempts to tag players causing them to get ‘stuck in
the mud’
3. If tagged the player must stay in one place, with their legs apart
4. The other players can ‘free’ a tagged player by crawling through their legs
5. After 1 ½ min. A new ‘swamp zombie’ is chosen and the game re-starts
PROGRESSION
BASIC:

Add another ‘swamp zombie’
use e.g. hopping, bounding, jumping

OUTCOMES

Junior Framework - Games & Activities
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WEEK 2
SHOOTING

MEIKAYLA MOORE

GENERAL MOVEMENT

SUMMER HOLIDAY
SET UP
1. Area of up to 20x20m
2. Area borders to be set up with different colour cones and
are named “Beach”, “Mountains”, “Bush” and “City”
3. Players in the area with a ball each. This is their luggage
HOW TO PLAY
• Players dribble the ball around the area, using both feet and
trying new tricks
• When coach calls out a holiday destination, players must
dribble their ball to that destination
• Players must take their luggage with them at all times
• Play then restarts with players dribbling

Check out FIT4FOOTBALL.CO.NZ for additional
warm up games that support player development

STEP UP
Add a defender (Passport Controller) who
stops players going to a particular holiday
destination
STEP DOWN
When holiday destination is called,
players can carry ball in hands
OUTCOMES
• Dribbling with close control
• Practicing lots of different turns

JUNIORS

OFFICIAL
COMMERCIAL PARTNER

General Movement

DOMES & DISHES
SETUP
1. Area of up to 20 x 20m. Modify area depending on the number and age of
players.
2. 2 teams of equal numbers.
3. Each player is given 1 cone each (all same colour).
4. Players are asked to find a space in the square and place their cone on the
floor. One team places cone on floor as a “Dome” and the other team place
cone upside down as a “Dish”.

RECOMMENDED FOR 4 - 12 YEARS

HOW TO PLAY
1. Teams have 1 minute to turn as many cones into either Domes or Dishes
(which ever their team represents).
2. After 1 minute, coach counts the amount of Domes / Dishes and award a
winner.

PROGRESSION
• Encourage players to try different movements by creating new rules. E.g
running backwards / side stepping between cones / jumping over cones
before turning them over.
• Introduce a ball for each player to dribble.

OUTCOMES
• Mobility when changing direction at speed
• Movement in different methods - forwards / backwards etc
• Encourages teamwork
• Vision & spatial awareness

WEEK 5
PASSING
FOOTBALL TECHNIQUE
ALI RILEY

POKEMON GO
SET UP
1. Area of up to 20x20m
2. 2 players are bibbed and have a football each. These
are the Avatars and their football is the “Poke Ball”
3. All other players begin inside the area without a
football. These are the Pokemon
4. Other Poke Balls placed around the outside of the area
HOW TO PLAY
• Two “Avatars” try and catch “Pokemon” by hitting
them below the knee with a “Poke Ball”
• Once hit below the knee the Pokemon becomes an
Avatar. They then retrieve a Poke Ball from outside the
area and try and catch other Pokemon
• Play 1 minutes rounds to see how many Pokemon can
be caught

STEP UP
Make the area size bigger to force longer passes
STEP DOWN
Increase the number of Avatars at the start of
the game
OUTCOMES
• Passing Accuracy
• Passing Speed
• Timing of pass
• Dribbling whilst keeping the ball close to you

JUNIORS

OFFICIAL
COMMERCIAL PARTNER

WEEK 3
BALL CONTROL
FOOTBALL TECHNIQUE
WINSTON REID

BUZZ OFF
STEP UP
Increase the number of Bee Keepers

SET UP
1. Area of up to 25x25m
2. 2 goals in the middle of the area, facing away from each
other. This is the “Honey pot”
3. 2 players in bibs, without a ball. These are the “Bee
Keepers”
4. All other players in area with a ball (“Bees”). The ball is
their “Honey”

STEP DOWN
If a Bee loses its honey, it is able to
get some more from the coach
OUTCOMES
• Dribbling with close control
• Passing weight & accuracy
• Receiving the ball away from a
defender

HOW TO PLAY
• Bees dribble their ball (Honey) around the area
• Bee Keepers try to steal the honey and put it in the Honey
Pot
• If a Bee loses their honey, they become a Bee Keeper
• At the end of 1 minute, the Bees with honey are the
winners

JUNIORS

OFFICIAL
COMMERCIAL PARTNER

ASB Junior Framework
GAMES & ACTIVITIES

SHARKS & ISLANDS

(GENERAL MOVEMENT)

SETUP
1. Using four cones create an area up to 20m x 20m Modify the size depending
on the number of players
2. Use small cones to make several 1m x 1m ‘islands’ inside the area. There are
fewer ‘islands’ than ‘islanders’
3. All players start inside the area as ‘islanders’ except for two of the players are
asked to be the ‘sharks’

HOW TO PLAY
1. The ‘islanders’ run around the area, while the two ‘sharks’ wait for your
call to start the game
2. The ‘sharks’ try to tag the ‘islanders’ as they run around the area. An
‘islander’ who gets tagged becomes a ‘shark’ and vice versa
3. An ‘islander’ who is on an ‘island’ is safe, but only one ‘islander’ can stay
on an island at one time. If another ‘islander’ is coming they have to leave
PROGRESSION
BASIC:

Reduce the number of islands or increase the number of
sharks
by the ‘sharks’, they must now be tackled

OUTCOMES

Junior Framework - Games & Activities
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ASB Junior Framework
GAMES & ACTIVITIES

TRAFFIC COPS

(FOOTBALL TECHNIQUE)

SETUP

HOW TO PLAY

1. Using four cones create an area up to 30m x 20m Modify the size depending
on the number of players

1. All players start on the end line (car parked in the garage). You (the traffic
cop) stand in the centre, facing away from the players

2. All players inside the area with a ball each
call ‘red light’ the payers must stop
3. After the ‘red light’ call you turn to check if anyone is still moving. If they
are, that player is sent back to the garage to start again
4. The winners are the first players to reach the other end (top of the street)
PROGRESSION
players back to the garage. Any player caught becomes
another ‘traffic cop’
OUTCOMES

Junior Framework - Games & Activities
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ASB Junior Framework
GAMES & ACTIVITIES

GHOSTBUSTERS

(FOOTBALL COORDINATION)

SETUP
1. Create an area up to 20m x 20m. Modify the size depending on the number of
players

HOW TO PLAY
use different parts of the foot, or dribbling combinations

3. The coach (ghost) starts in the middle of the area
3. The players ‘shoot’ the ‘ghost’ by hitting you below the knees with their
ball 3 times in 20 sec.
4. The players continue dribbling after the 20 sec. is completed
5. Coach calls ‘ghostchase’ and then chases the players for 20 sec.

PROGRESSION
BASIC:

Change the part of the foot used to dribble

OUTCOMES

Junior Framework - Games & Activities
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ASB Junior Framework
GAMES & ACTIVITIES

WALL TAG

(GENERAL MOVEMENT)

SETUP

HOW TO PLAY

1. Create an area up to 30m x 30m. Modify the size depending on the number of
players

1. All players move around the area while the ‘tagger’ tries to catch them.
The players use the ’walls’ to shield themselves from the ‘tagger’

2. Set up lines of cones (‘walls’) randomly on the ground inside the area
3. All players start inside the area with 1 being the ’tagger’, who has a bib

2. The ‘tagger’ cannot reach or jump across a ‘wall’ to tag a player
3. The ‘tagger’ tries to tag other players. When a player is tagged, they take
the bib and become ‘tagger’
PROGRESSION
BASIC:

- Increase the number of ‘taggers’
- Make the area smaller or remove ‘walls’

OUTCOMES

Junior Framework - Games & Activities
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ASB Junior Framework
GAMES & ACTIVITIES

TERMINATOR

(FOOTBALL TECHNIQUE)

SETUP

HOW TO PLAY

1. Using four cones create an area up to 20m x 20m Modify the size depending
on the number of players

1. Players with the ball dribble around the area shielding their ball from the
‘terminator’

2. All players start inside the area with a ball each, except for the ‘terminator’,
who starts inside the area but has no ball

2. The ‘terminator attempts to tackle the other players to take the ball from
them
3. If tackled the player must get their ball and stand still with it, with their
legs apart
4. The other players can ‘free’ a tackled player by passing their own ball
through their legs, allowing them to re-join the game.
5. After 1 ½ mins. A new terminator is chosen and the game re-starts
PROGRESSION
not kick it away, after a tackle

OUTCOMES

Junior Framework - Games & Activities
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ASB Junior Framework
GAMES & ACTIVITIES

RACING CARS

(FOOTBALL COORDINATION)

SETUP
1. Using four cones create an area up to 30m x 20m Modify the size depending
on the number of players
2. Set up other cones every 5m along the area
3. Set up other cones randomly inside the area
4. Each player (racing car) has a ball

HOW TO PLAY
instructions:

between feet for 10 taps
PROGRESSION
BASIC:

Use different parts of the foot

- Coach calls 1st, 2nd, 3rd gear etc. to encourage speed
changes
OUTCOMES

Junior Framework - Games & Activities
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General Movement

STATUES
SETUP
1. Area of up to 30 x 20m. Modify area depending on the number and age of
players.
2. Each player starts at an end of the area and the coach stands at the opposite
side of the area.
3. Players can start with / without a ball.

RECOMMENDED FOR 4 - 12 YEARS

HOW TO PLAY
1. Coach calls out a methods of movement for players to perform (hopping,
skipping, jogging).
2. If the coach shouts “freeze” players must stop and hold their position with out
moving. If players move then they go back to the start to try again.
3. Winner is first person to the side where the coach is standing.

PROGRESSION
• Players to have a ball each
• Coach to use alternate trigger to “freeze”, including raising a hand, bouncing
a ball etc
• Players have to travel across the area twice to win

OUTCOMES
• Fundamental movements
• Balance / Core Stability
• Vision / Keeping Head Up

GAMES AND
ACTIVITIES
ROBOCOACH (FOOTBALL TECHNIQUE)

Suitable for players aged 4-8 years
SETUP
1. Area of up to 20x20m. Modify area depending on the number
and age of players.
2. Players have a ball each.
3. Cones placed randomly around the area.
HOW TO PLAY
1. Coach acts as a robot trying to take over the world. Coach aims
to take over the world by picking up all of the cones in the area.
2. Players dribble round and try to kick their ball against the
coaches leg.
3. The coach loses a body part each time they get hit.
First time they are hit they lose a arm
Second time they are hit they lose the other arm
Third time they are hit they lose a leg
Fourth time they are hit they are destroyed and the players save
the world
PROGRESSION
• Players must use different parts of the foot to dribble
• Players must use different parts of the foot to shoot
OUTCOMES
• Close control when dribbling
• Accuracy of passing/shooting
• Vision & Awareness

9

JUNIOR FRAMEWORK - GAMES & ACTIVITIES

WWW.NZFOOTBALL.CO.NZ

ASB Junior Framework
GAMES & ACTIVITIES

BALL THIEF

(FOOTBALL COORDINATION)

SETUP
1. Set up two 10m x 20m areas. Modify the size depending on the number of
players

HOW TO PLAY

stands between the two areas
3. All players have a ball each

2. While between the two areas, they need to perform a fake to beat you
before reaching the other area

1. Players dribble the ball around their area, and when they think the time is
right they attempt to cross to the other box

3. You need to challenge the players and if they lose control of the ball, knock
it away from them
4. If they do not make it across, the player returns to the initial area
PROGRESSION
BASIC:

Specify the part of the foot used to control the ball, or
specify the type of fake used

OUTCOMES

Junior Framework - Games & Activities
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ASB Junior Framework
GAMES & ACTIVITIES

RUNNING FREE

(GENERAL MOVEMENT)

SETUP

HOW TO PLAY

1. Create an area as large as possible (30m x 20m)
2. All the players are free to move around inside the area

a zombie, an elephant, very tall, very small, on your tippy toes, as fast/
slowly/ smoothly as you can, with jerky movements, forwards/ backwards,
keeping a certain distance away from everyone else, in front of/ behind a
partner

PROGRESSION
BASIC:

Ask the players to make suggestions

OUTCOMES

Junior Framework - Games & Activities
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ASB Junior Framework
GAMES & ACTIVITIES

TRUCK & TRAILERS

(FOOTBALL TECHNIQUE)

SETUP

HOW TO PLAY

1. Using four cones create an area up to 30m x 20m. Modify the size depending
on the number of players
2. Split the players into pairs, each
pair
startsstarts
withoutwith
a ball
every
player
ball

leading the trailer who must follow the movements of the ‘truck’
3. When you call ‘stop’ the players freeze and check how close they are
together compared to the other players

PROGRESSION
1.
Players can only
right foot
andpair
then only their left foot.
BASIC:
Adduse
onetheir
ball between
each
2. Add different coloured cones around the area and call a colour for
the trucks to drive to. Can progress to calling multiple colours
3.. Trucks have more than one trailer

OUTCOMES

Junior Framework - Games & Activities
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Football Coordination

MINEFIELD RELAY
SETUP
1. Area of up to 25 x 25m is the Mine Field. Modify area depending on the
number and age of players.
2. Split into teams of equal numbers. Try to ensure that teams are of no more
than 4 players.
3. Cones place randomly in the middle of the area. These are the Mines.
4. Teams begin the activity in each corner of the Mine Field.

RECOMMENDED FOR 7 - 12 YEARS

HOW TO PLAY
1. When coach says “Go”, the first player dribbles through the minefield,
around the furthest cone and back to their corner.
2. Once they get back they tag their next player.
3. Next player repeats the dribble across the minefield.
4. First team to get all players through the minefield and back wins.
5. If a player or their ball hits a mine then they have to start again.
6. Teams then rotate around to the next starting position

PROGRESSION
• Dribble with Right / Left foot only
• Introduce more mines in the minefield
• Players have to cross the minefield twice to complete

OUTCOMES
• Dribbling with Close control
• Speed of dribble – when to go quicker and when to slow down
• Team work

JUNIORS

New Zealand Football would
like to thank the following
organisation for their
invaluable support of Junior
Football in New Zealand.
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